Stopchargingmaria
Dark Bay or Brown Mare; Mar 26, 2011


1st dam
EXOTIC BLOOM, by Montbrook. 6 wins, 3 to 5, $257,281(USA), Windward S. [L] (PID, $60,000), My Charmer S. (TP, $29,140), 3rd Seaway S. [G3] (WO, $16,500(CAN)). Dam of 6 foals, 3 to race, 1 winner--
STOPCHARGINGMARIA (f. by Tale of the Cat). Black type winner, see below.
Steely Magnolia (f. by More Than Ready). Placed in 1 start at 2, $6,000.

2nd dam
MELEGANT, by Kris S. Winner at 3, $22,145. Half-sister to LADY TABITHA ($152,917, Holiday Inaugural S. [L] (TP, $37,800), etc.). Dam of 5 winners--
EXOTIC BLOOM (f. by Montbrook). Black type winner, see above.
SEE TOBE (g. by Concerto). 4 wins at 4 and 5, $227,761, Japan Racing Association S. [L] (LRL, $60,000), 2nd Knickerbocker S. [G3] (BEL, $30,000), Laurel Turf Cup S. [L] (LRL, $20,000), East Hanover S. [L] (PEN, $20,000).

See Alice (f. by Distorted Humor). 6 wins at 2 and 3, $120,723, 3rd What a Summer S. (LRL, $6,600). Producer.
My Sister Sandy (f. by Montbrook). Winner at 4, $7,282. Dam of--
Bethesda (g. by Montbrook). Winner at 3, $10,995.

3rd dam
ABIDJAN, by Sir Ivor. 6 wins, 3 to 6, $147,238, Delicada S. (LAD, $24,000), 3rd Blush With Pride S. [L] (LAD, $5,500), Castle Forbes S. (MED, $4,400). Half-sister to Bunting (3rd Weekend Delight S. [L] (TP, $7,500). Dam of--
LADY TABITHA (f. by Lyphard). 4 wins at 3 and 4, $152,917, Holiday Inaugural S. [L] (TP, $37,800), 2nd Dahlia S. (ELP, $10,000), 3rd Weekend Delight S. [L] (TP, $7,500). Dam of--
Sophie's Salad (f. by Rahy). Winner at 3 and 4, $105,290, 2nd Klasy Briefcase S. (MTH, $12,000). Dam of--
INDRIYA (f. by Stormy Atlantic). 3 wins in 6 starts at 2 and 3 in BRZ, placed at 4 and 5 in NA , $68,924 (USA), Independencia [G3], 2nd Presidente Carlos Paes de Barros 3rd Associacao Brasileira de Criadores e Proprietarios do Cavalo de Corrida [G1].
Khaleesi (BRZ) (f. by Kitten's Joy). Winner at 2 in BRZ, placed at 4 and 5 in NA , $35,389 (USA), 2nd Grande Premio Immensity [G1], 3rd Presidente Jose Antonio Pamplona de Andrade [G2].
=Lollita (BRZ) (f. by =Setembro Chove (BRZ)). Winner at 2 and 3 in BRZ, 3rd Presidente Luiz Alves de Almeida [L].
L'Abidjanaise (f. by Dixieland Band). Winner at 3 and 4, $65,090. Dam of--
=Shamui (PER) (f. by Cactus Ridge). 7 wins at 3 and 5 in PER and ECU, Horse of the year in Ecuador, Champion imported Stayer in Ecuador.
Thou Swell (g. by Aptitude). 4 wins, 3 to 7, $152,052, 2nd National Museum of Racing Hall of Fame S. [G2] (SAR, $31,920).

Dynabid (f. by Dynaformer). Placed at 4, $6,038. Dam of--

NINFA DEL CIELO (VEN) (f. by Big Prairie). 8 wins in 10 starts at 3 in VEN, $418,733 (USA), Horse of the year in Venezuela, Champion 3-year-old filly in Venezuela, Filly Triple Crown in Venezuela, Clasico Internacional del Caribe [L], Clasico General Joaquin Crespo [L], Clasico Prensa Hipica Nacional [L], Clasico Hipodromo La Rinconada [L], Clasico Gustavo Avila [L], etc.

BUKOWSKI (VEN) (c. by Big Prairie). 5 wins at 3, placed at 4, 2019 in VEN, placed at 3 in NA, $105,956 (USA), Horse of the year in Venezuela, Champion 3-year-old colt in Venezuela, Clasico Canonero [L], Clasico Jose Antonio Paez [L], Clasico Republica Bolivariana de Venezuela [L], Clasico Internacional Propietarios La Rinconada [L], 2nd Clasico Hypocrite [L], etc.

=NEWMARKET (VEN) (f. by Big Prairie). 3 wins at 3 and 5 in VEN, Clasico General Joaquin Crespo [L], Clasico Gustavo J. Sanabria [L], Clasico Blondy [L], 2nd Clasico Miss Marena [L], Clasico Prensa Hipica Nacional [L], etc.

Melegant (f. by Kris S.). See above.

Quijote (c. by Sky Classic). Winner at 2 in PAN, $3,811 (USA).

4th dam

FLAG WAVER, by Hoist the Flag. 4 wins at 3 and 4, $102,051, Rampart H.-L. Half-sister to HATCHET MAN ($359,491, Widener H.-G1, etc., sire), STOP THE MUSIC ($448,922, Dwyer H.-G2, etc., sire), Steady Beat ($109,616, 2nd [Q] [Q] at 4 times, etc., sire). Dam of 10 winners, including--

ABIDJAN (f. by Sir Ivor). Black type winner, see above.

RUSSIAN SIREN (f. by Storm Cat). Winner at 2 in PAN, $3,811 (USA).

4th dam

ABIDJAN (f. by Sir Ivor). Black type winner, see above.


DISTORTED LEGACY (f. by Distorted Humor). 3 wins at 3 and 4, $421,466(USA), Sky Beauty S. (BEL, $36,000), 2nd Flower Bowl Invitational S. [G1] (BEL, $100,000), Jersey Lilly S. (HOU, $10,000), 3rd Wait a While S. (GP, $7,000).


Broadway Express (f. by Broad Brush). 2 wins at 2, $53,231, 2nd Sam Houston Oaks (HOU, $5,000).

Bivate (f. by Secret Hello). Winner at 2, $26,690.

Select Cat (f. by Tale of the Cat). Winner at 2 and 4, $67,564, 3rd Sorority S. [L] (MTH, $12,000). Sire.

Private Banking (f. by Private Account). Winner at 3, $24,634.

Holy Again Holy (f. by Gone West). Unraced.

=PIONEERING AGAIN (BRZ) (f. by Pioneering). 3 wins at 2 and 3 in BRZ, Presidente Luiz Alves de Almeida [L], 2nd Presidente Julio Mesquita [G3], 3rd Primavera [L].

RACE RECORD for Stopchargingmaria: At 2, three wins (Demoiselle S. [G2] (AQU, $240,000), Tempted S. [G3] (AQU, $150,000)), once 2nd (Spinaway S. [G1] (SAR, $60,000)), once 3rd (Frizette S. [G1] (BEL, $50,000)) in 5 starts; at 3, three wins (Alabama S. [G1] (SAR, $360,000), TVG Coaching Club American Oaks [G1] (SAR, $180,000), Black-Eyed Susan S. [G2] (PIM, $300,000)), once 2nd (Beldame S. [G1] (BEL, $80,000)) in 6 starts; at 4, three wins (Breeders’ Cup Distaff [G1] (KEE, $1,100,000), Shuvee H. [G3] (SAR, $120,000), Allaire Dupont Distaff S. [G3] (PIM, $90,000)), once 2nd (Madison S. [G1] (KEE, $70,000)) in 5 starts; at 5, once 2nd (Madison S. [G1] (KEE, $60,000)) in 2 starts. Totals: 9 wins, 4 times 2nd, once 3rd in 18 starts. Earned $3,014,000.

PRODUCE RECORD for Stopchargingmaria:

2018 Unnamed, f. by Pioneerof the Nile.
2019 Unnamed, c. by Tapit.
2020 Unnamed, c. by Tapit. (Live Foal Reported)